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1 Introduction 

This module will allow you to hide prices for certain customer groups allowing 

for a complete checkout process without a retail customer knowing the prices 

at any point. This can be especially useful if you want to use your website as a 

display catalog without prices but allow customer inquiries for multiple products 

in one step. The difference with other modules is the full checkout process.  

2 User Guide 

2.1 Configuration 

2.1.1 Customer Groups 

 

 

In this section you choose the groups you want prices to be hidden from. You 

can select multiple options by pressing CTRL + Left Click. If the customer 

viewing the store belongs to one of the selected groups he won’t be seeing any 

prices. A common setup is by picking the groups “NOT LOGGED IN” and 

“General” 
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2.1.2 Block Models 

 

This section contains a list of all block models used by Magento so that you 

can conveniently pick new blocks that you want to hide prices at. Some 

commonly used block models are listed by default in section 2.1.3 .  

 

2.1.3 Other Block Model Classes 

 

This section contains a list of some common default block models to hide 

prices in. You can append your own block model classes separated by comma 

“,”. 

For example:  

Mage_Catalog_Block_Product_Price_Template,  

Mage_Catalog_Block_Product_View_Price,  

Mage_Catalog_Block_Product_Price,  
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Mage_Wishlist_Block_Render_Item_Price,  

Mage_ProductAlert_Block_Price,  

Mage_ProductAlert_Block_Email_Price,  

Mage_Bundle_Block_Catalog_Product_Price,  

Mage_ConfigurableSwatches_Block_Catalog_Product_List_Price,  

Mage_Catalog_Block_Layer_View,  

Mage_Checkout_Block_Cart_Item_Renderer,  

Mage_Checkout_Block_Cart_Totals,  

Mage_Checkout_Block_Cart_Crosssell,  

Mage_Checkout_Block_Cart_Sidebar,  

Mage_Page_Block_Html, 

Mage_Sales_Block_Order_Email_Items, 

Mage_Tax_Block_Sales_Order_Tax 

 

2.1.4 CSS Selectors to Replace 

 

Here you can pick the css selectors for elements that you want to be replaced 

by an “Ask for price!” text. Most commonly used to replace elements with 

“.price” class which is the default for Magento themes. However you can add 

your own by appending your custom selectors in a semicolon “;”  separated list.   
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For example: 

.price;.old-price 

 

2.1.5 CSS Selectors to Remove 

 

Here you can pick the css selectors for elements that you want to be 

completely removed. Most commonly used to hide elements with “.btn-cart” 

class which is the default for Magento themes for the add to cart buttons. If you 

just want to hide the prices without allowing checkout this is the default option. 

However you can add your own by appending your custom selectors in a 

semicolon “;”  separated list or leave it empty to allow customers to add products 

to their cart.   

For example: 

.btn-cart; .add-to-cart; 

 

2.1.6 Link Text 

 

This is the text that will replace the selectors in section 2.1.4 . 
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2.1.7 JSON Keys to unset (reserved for future use for ajax queries)  

 

2.1.8 Link URL   

 

If you fill this field, the Link URL will appear for the Link Text filled in section 

2.1.6 . 

 

 


